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 A delicate collection inspired by Nature, tribal and Art Deco for 
an elegant and graceful woman.

 Inspired by modern architecture sharp design and a futuristic 
allure for a refined clientele looking for unconventional and classy 
design.

 A graceful, sophisticated and playful range for a multi-faceted 
adventurous woman. 
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meryl versatile pendant

http://www.alt-go.fr


maya earrings | haruna flower-ring | meryl pendant | izumi flower-ring | moctezuma cuff-bracelet

blue lagoon



phoenix earrings | hanabi flower-ring | saint-clair pendant | illusion cuff-bracelet

amarante



maya earrings | akemi cocktail-ring | saint-clair pendant | moctezuma cufff-bracelet | mouna earrings

metal gray



sunset ring | maya earrings | angel fallsarticulated necklace | crescent moon ring | mouna earrings

deep blue
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maya & mouna earrings
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mire versatile pendant
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kheops pendant
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 Paris based, but with Russian origins and a global outlook, the 
designer trio from St Petersburg gives free rein to their imagination to 
create alternative, comfortable and surprising pieces of jewelry since 
2000. They design different collections to suit eclectic inspirations 
drawn from Art, architecture, nature, cinema, music, different cultures, 
design and fashion. Graduated from various superior schools (Art and 
Design, Graphic Design, Fashion, Civil Engineering) they combine their 
knowledge & complementary experiences. 
 alt&gO by svet Lana jewelry universe is graphic and colorful 
with a subtle romantic touch. The creative trio experiment a mix of 
shapes, textures and non-traditional materials. Acrylic, the favorite one 
is a perfect lightweight alternative to glass, making it more comfortable 

to wear. It also has a singular way 
of refracting and filtering light. This 
noble modern material, transparent 
and versatile is being transformed (cut, thermoformed, polished, tinted, 
mattified, etc.) with careful attention to the most intricate details in the 
Parisian workshop. It is mixed with other materials (rubber, wood, metal, 
organza, etc.) to create original and innovative jewelry. One of the most 
important parts of alt&gO production is the exclusive color treatment 
of the acrylic & rubber. The use of a manual tinted color process create 
vibrant sophisticated colour palette exploring various chromatic ranges 
from pastel color gradient up to vivid colours. alt&gO collections result 
from a sophisticated and playful fusion of artisanal craftsmanship, high-
end technologies and avant-garde design.
 Our designs are available in Design & Modern Art museum stores 
and also in Art Galleries, Concept and Design Stores worldwide. We 
are also very proud to exhibit at some prestigious events.
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                   nb! 
Wholesale catalogues are availables on request at :

in@alt-go.fr 
alt&GO atelier/show-room  21 rue de cotte 75012 paris-france
t//+33(0)1 43 46 55 73          m//in@alt-go.fr         www.alt-go.fr

Contacts : Svet Lana, Alexandre ou Youlia Rainous
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